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(64-bit). AutoCAD Civil.Q: ActiveRecord::Relation#to_sql
performance Is it possible to get the SQL generated by

ActiveRecord::Relation#to_sql? Using a combination of SET
NAMES utf8 and DUMP sql (via DEBUGGER) I can get SQL output,

but I'm looking for the generated SQL. A: To avoid SQL injection (if
you're going to output the query) you could use sql_exec instead
of to_sql. In your case you would do something like products =

Product.all.sql_exec('DUMP') This is a little less efficient than just
using to_sql, but it is safe to use. I should also mention that

db/schema.rb will be an empty file until you execute the
ActiveRecord::Base.schema_format = :sql option in

environment.rb Space trees Space trees is a subgenre of science
fiction and fantasy stories that explores the idea of space trees, a
story, setting, or literary device in which a tree or other plant is
described in such a way as to suggest that it is the dominant

figure of its environment or a major element of it, in a manner
analogous to the idea of cities being described as a tree, or

civilizations as a tree, as though an organic entity with its own
intelligence and function. The concept of a tree as something that
stands in for a civilization, city, or city-state is not unique to space

stories. The ancient Greeks also conceived of a three-tiered
universe, and used the metaphor of a cosmic tree in their myths.
The mythographer Joseph Campbell used the concept as part of a

series of stories called the Tree of Life, which also explores the
concept of a Civilization as a Cosmic Tree. The concept of a tree

as a metaphor for a civilization is also explored in the science
fiction of H. G. Wells. Examples 6d1f23a050
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